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By Mr. Reinstein of Revere, petition of William G. Reinstein for

legislation to improve the administration of civil motor vehicle
infractions in the courts of the Commonwealth. The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two.

An Act to improve the administration of civil motor vehicle
INFRACTIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 90 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 27, as appearing in the 1988
3 Official Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 section:
5 A full record shall be kept by every court, and by every motor
6 vehicle clerk acting pursuant to the provisions of sections two or
7 three of chapter ninety C, of every case in which a person is
8 charged with a violation of any statute, by-law, ordinance or regu-
-9 lation relating to the operation or control of motor vehicles, other
10 than violations of section twenty Aor twenty A Vi, and an abstract
11 of such record shall be sent forthwith by the court or the motor
12 vehicle clerk to the registrar. Said abstracts shall be made in such
13 form, shall include such information, and shall be certified by the
14 clerk of the court or the motor vehicle clerk as a true abstract
15 of the record of the court or of the city or town in such manner
16 as the registrar and the administrative justices of the district court
17 department and the Boston municipal court department shall
18 jointly determine. The registrar shall keep such records in his main
19 office. Courts shall, upon their own initiative or upon the request
20 of the registrar or his agents, furnish to the registrar the details
21 of all particularly flagrant cases which may be heard before them;
22 and they may make such recommendations to the registrar as to
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23 the suspension or revocation of the licenses and certificates of
24 registration of the defendants in such cases as they may deem
25 necessary.

1 SECTION 2. Section 20 of said chapter 90, as so appearing,
2 is hereby amended by striking out the first sentence.

1 SECTION 3. Section 1 of chapter 90C of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by inserting after the word
3 “court” on line 7 the words: “or city or town”.

1 SECTION 4. Said section 1 of said chapter 90C, as so
2 appearing, is hereby further amended by inserting after line 36
3 the following paragraph:
4 “Motor vehicle clerk”, the person in a city or town who shall
5 supervise and coordinate the processing of citations returned to
6 said city or town. With regard to the processing of citations, the
7 motor vehicle clerk shall be governed by the same provisions as
8 to designation or appointment, limitations or other duties,
9 accountability and authority as are applicable to the parking clerk
10 of said city or town pursuant to sections twenty A or twenty A
11 and one-half of chapter ninety, as the case may be. The duties
12 of motor vehicle clerk and parking clerk may, but need not, be
13 performed by the same person.

1 SECTION 5. Section 2 of said chapter 90C, as so appearing,
2 is hereby amended by striking out the fifth paragraph and
3 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
4 If the police officer has not directed that a written warning be
5 issued and has not arrested the violator, said police chief or person
6 duly authorized by him shall retain one copy of the citation for
7 department use and shall at a time not later than the end of the
8 fourth court day after the date of the violation cause to have
9 delivered all remaining copies to the motor vehicle clerk of the

10 city or town wherein the alleged violation occurred if the citation
11 is one containing only violations cognizable under subsection (A)
12 of section three of this chapter, or to the clerk-magistrate of the
13 appropriate district court in the case of any other citation. The
14 clerk-magistrate of each district court shall maintain a record of
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15 all such citations in the form prescribed by the chief justice of the
16 district court department for said department and by the chief
17 justice of the Boston municipal court department for said
18 department, and the motor vehicle clerk shall maintain a record
19 of all such citations in the form prescribed by the registrar. Said
20 motor vehicle clerk shall, with respect to a citation containing only
21 violations cognizable under subsection (A) of section three of this
22 chapter, and said clerk-magistrate shall, with respect to all other
23 citations, payments or adjudication of such citation,
24 forward forthwith one copy of such citation with the court
25 abstract thereon to the registrar, which shall constitute
26 compliance with the provisions of section twenty-seven of chapter
27 ninety with regard to said citation. A failure to comply with the
28 provisions of the first sentence of this paragraph shall not
29 constitute a defense to any complaint or indictment charging a
30 violation of section twenty-four, twenty-four G or twenty-four L
31 of chapter ninety; provided, however, that such complaint or
32 indictment relates to a violation of automobile law which resulted
33 in one or more deaths.

1 SECTION 6. Said chapter 90C, as so appearing, is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 3 and inserting in place thereof
3 the following section:

4 (A) Civil Motor Vehicle Infractions

5 Definitions; Officer’s Options. If a police officer records the
6 occurrence of an automobile law violation as defined in
7 section one for which the maximum penalty does not provide for
8 imprisonment, excepting operation of a motor vehicle in violation
9 of the first paragraph of section ten of chapter ninety, or violation

10 of section twenty-five of chapter ninety, the police officer may
11 direct that a written warning be issued or may cite the violator
12 for a civil motor vehicle infraction in accordance with this
13 subsection.
14 Violator’s Options. If the police officer cites the violator for
15 a civil motor vehicle infraction, the citation shall notify the
16 violator that he may, whether he is an adult or a juvenile, contest
17 the violation at a noncriminal hearing before a clerk-magistrate
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of the district court of the judicial district in which the violation
occurred, or that, in the alternative, he may waive said hearing
and pay the assessment for the violation as established by
schedules of assessments promulgated by the chief justice of the
district court department for said department and by the chief
justice of the Boston municipal court department for said
department; provided, however, that if a criminal violation
cognizable under subsection (B) is recorded in conjunction with
and arising from the same occurrence as the civil infraction, the
provisions of the third paragraph of said subsection (B) shall
govern. The scheduled assessments shall not exceed the maximum
assessments, heretofore considered penalties or fines, established
by law for the particular violation. A copy of such schedule of
assessments shall be so posted in the office of the clerk-magistrate
of each district court and in the office of each motor vehicle clerk
so as to be plainly visible to the public. The total amount of the
assessment payable by the violator in accordance with such
schedule shall be indicated by the police officer on the citation.
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Payment Of Assessment By Mail. If the violator elects to
waive the hearing before the clerk-magistrate and pay the
scheduled assessment, he must, not later than twenty days after
the date of said violation, appear before the motor vehicle clerk
of the appropriate city or town, either personally or through an
agent duly authorized in writing, with the citation appropriately
marked, or within said time mail to said motor vehicle clerk, with
the citation appropriately marked, the scheduled assessment
provided therein. Such payment, when made by mail, shall be
made only by postal note, money order, or check. The payment
of such assessment shall operate as a final disposition of the case.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or special law
to the contrary the total amount of the scheduled assessment
payable by a violator, who waives a hearing for a civil motor
vehicle infraction, shall be paid to and retained by the city or town
wherein the civil motor vehicle infraction occurs, with the
exception of infractions which occur on the Massachusetts
Turnpike.
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The violator may also elect to attend an alternative traffic
school approved by the presiding justice of the judicial district in

54
55
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56 which the violation occurred; provided, however, that attendance
57 at said alternative traffic school shall be permitted only after a
58 request is made by the violator not more than twenty days after
59 the date of the violation either in person or in writing to the motor
60 vehicle clerk; provided further that said request shall be approved
61 by the motor vehicle clerk; and provided further that the violator
62 shall be required to pay, to the motor vehicle clerk the scheduled
63 assessment.
64 Hearing Before Clerk-Magistrate. With respect to a
65 citation containing only violations cognizable under sub-
-66 section (A), if any person notified to appear hereunder indicates
67 by return of the citation to the motor vehicle clerk, appropriately
68 marked, within twenty days after the date of the violation, that
69 he requests a hearing on the violation charged, the motor vehicle
70 clerk shall, no later than thirty days after return of the citation,
71 request the clerk-magistrate of the district court to schedule a
72 hearing in the matter, provided, however, that failure of the motor
73 vehicle clerk to make such request within said thirty day period
74 shall not constitute a valid defense to said citation. Said request
75 shall be in such form, and shall contain such information and
76 documentation, as is established or approved by the chief justice
77 of the district court department for one or more divisions of said
78 department or by the chief justice of the Boston municipal court
79 department for said department. The clerk-magistrate shall as
80 soon as practicable, unless a hearing date was entered on the
81 citation at the time of its issuance pursuant to procedures
82 established or approved by the chief justice of the district court
83 department for one or more divisions of said department or by
84 the chief justice of the Boston municipal court department for said
85 department, notify the police agency concerned and the violator
86 of the date on which they shall appear ready for hearing before
87 the clerk-magistrate. A person who does not request a hearing
88 within the aforementioned twenty days shall not be entitled to a
89 hearing thereafter.
90 With respect to any other citation, the clerk-magistrate shall
91 as soon as practicable, unless a hearing date was entered on the
92 citation at the time of its issuance pursuant to procedures
93 established or approved by the chief justice of the district court
94 department for one or more divisions of said department or by
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the chief justice of the Boston municipal court department for said
department, notify the police agency concerned and the violator
of the date on which they shall appearready for a trial if the offense
charged is a criminal offense, or for a combined hearing and trial
before a justice if the citation charges both one or more criminal
offenses and one or more civil motor vehicle infractions.

95
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100
Clerk-magistrates shall exercise their authority to conduct civil

motor vehicle infraction hearings and all other authority
hereunder subject to the limitations of section sixty-two C of
chapter two hundred and twenty-one. Either party may appeal
the decision of the clerk-magistrate to a justice, who shall hear
the case de novo. There shall be no right of jury trial for civil motor
vehicle infractions. The clerk-magistrate or justice shall, after
hearing, and the justice shall, after hearing on an appeal de novo,
find the violator responsible if he determines by a preponderance
of the credible evidence that the alleged violator committed the
violation charged; otherwise the clerk-magistrate or justice shall
find the violator not responsible. If the violator is found respon-
sible, the clerk-magistrate or justice shall impose an assessment
which shall be within the range permitted by law; provided,
however, that the chief justice of the district court department for
said department and the chief justice of the Boston municipal
court department for said department shall be authorized to issue
guidelines for the imposition of assessments in civil motor vehicle
infractions to the end that said assessments are made as uniformly
as possible, which guidelines shall be binding on justices and clerk-
magistrates; and provided, further, that, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, said guidelines may include provisions
requiring that a prescribed assessment, or minimum assessment,
within the range permitted by law, be made by all clerk-
magistrates or all justices or both in the case of any specified civil
motor vehicle infraction for which a violator is found responsible.
The clerk-magistrate or justice may allow the violator areasonable
time to pay any assessment imposed.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or special law
to the contrary the total amount of the scheduled assessment
payable by a violator, who waives a hearing for a civil motor
vehicle infraction, shall be paid to and retained by the city or town
wherein the civil motor vehicle infraction occurs, with the
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exception of infractions which occur on the Massachusetts
Turnpike.

134
135
136 Review Of Questions Of Law By Appellate Division.

Appeal on matter of law from the decision of a justice in the case
of a civil motor vehicle infraction shall be to the appellate division,
and shall be governed by rules promulgated by the chief justice
of the district court department for said department and by the
chief justice of the Boston municipal court department for said
department, which rules shall provide for a simplified method of
appeal. Appeals from the Boston division of the juvenile court
department shall be to the appellate division of the juvenile court
of the city of Boston, and appeals from any other division of the
juvenile court department shall be heard by the justices assigned
to the appellate division district of the juvenile court department
within the territorial jurisdiction of which said division is located.
Such appeals shall be accompanied by an entry fee in an amount
established by the chief administrative justice of the trial court.
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Collection Of Assessment After Hearing. With respect to
a citation containing only violations cognizable under sub-
section (A), the clerk-magistrate shall, after entering a disposition
of responsible or not responsible or other disposition authorized
by law, and after any applicable appeal, return the citation to the
motor vehicle clerk in accordance with procedures established or
approved by the chief justice of the district court department for
one or more divisions of said department or by the chief justice
of the Boston municipal court department for said department.
Any required payment shall be made to, and any further
processing of the citation shall be done by, the city or town.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or special law
to the contrary the total amount of the scheduled assessment
payable by a violator, who waives a hearing for a civil motor
vehicle infraction, shall be paid to and retained by the city or town
wherein the civil motor vehicle infraction occurs, with the
exception of infractions which occur on the Massachusetts
Turnpike.
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Supplemental Collection Remedies. Nothing contained
herein shall be deemed to limit the availability of any remedies
which may be available to the court in the case of a citation,
whether cognizable under subsection (A) or subsection (B),
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pending in the court wherein the violator failed or refused to pay
an assessment within the time allowed or failed without good
cause to appear for a hearing. Issuance of a summons or warrant,
including a warrant of distress as provided in section forty-two
of chapter two hundred and seventy-nine, and issuance of notices
as the court deems necessary, shall specifically be allowed.
Proceedings for civil contempt, including incarceration therefor,
also shall specifically be allowed, and shall be available both as
to citations returned to a city or town under subsection (A) and
citations returned to a court under subsection (B). In the case of
citations returned to a city or town under subsection (A), said city
or town may petition the court for enforcement by way of civil
contempt. Any action of civil contempt shall be prosecuted by the
district attorney or police prosecutor and heard by a justice
pursuant to rules of court. Any summons or warrant issued
pursuant to this section may be served by any officer authorized
to serve criminal process.
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(B) Criminal Motor Vehicle Offenses190

Officer’s Options. If a police officer records the occurrence
of an automobile law violation as defined in section one for which
the maximum penalty provides for imprisonment, or operation
of a motor vehicle in violation of the first paragraph of section ten
of chapter ninety, or violation of section twenty-five of
chapter ninety, the police officer may direct that a written warning
be issued, may arrest the violator without a warrant in accordance
with the provisions and limitations of section twenty-one of
chapter ninety for such offenses as specified in said section or may
direct that an application for a complaint be filed.
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Application For Criminal Complaint. If the police officer
directs that an application for a complaint be filed, he shall so
indicate on the citation. If he so indicates, the citation given to
the violator shall have printed thereon a statement that the
violator shall, ifhe so requests in writing to the appropriate district
court within four days of the alleged violation, be granted a
hearing on said violation before any process shall issue, as
provided in section thirty-five A of chapter two hundred and
eighteen, and such printed statement shall be deemed to satisfy
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the notice requirements of said section thirty-five A of said
chapter two hundred and eighteen. If an application for a
complaint is so indicated and a complaint is issued, with or
without the above-mentioned hearing, the procedure established
for criminal cases shall then be followed. If the police officer
directs that an application for a complaint be filed, the citation
shall serve as the application and the police chief or person
authorized by him shall deposit all parts of the citation, except
the police officer’s copy and the police department copy, with the
clerk-magistrate of the appropriate district court at a time no later
than the end of the fourth court day after the date of the violation.
The police chief may, from time to time, designate one person to
sign all such complaints.
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Criminal Offenses Coupled With Civic Infractions. If a
criminal violation capable of being judicially heard and
determined under this subsection is recorded by a police officer,
the violator shall not have the option to dispose of the violation
as provided in subsection (A). If a criminal violation capable of
being judicially heard and determined under this subsection is
recorded by a police officer in conjunction with and arising from
the same occurrence as a civil motor vehicle infraction cognizable
under the provisions of subsection (A), the criminal violation and
the civil motor vehicle infraction shall be recorded on the same
citation whenever feasible and the parts of the citation shall be
deposited with the clerk-magistrate as provided in the second
paragraph of this subsection. Any hearing on such a civil motor
vehicle infraction shall be held by a justice and shall take place
at the same time as the related criminal or delinquency proceeding;
provided, however that in such case the civil motor vehicle
infraction shall retain its character as such and shall be decided
and disposed of by the justice under the same general procedures
and with the same provisions as to disposition and assessments
that would be applicable in the absence of a related criminal or
delinquency proceeding; and provided, further, that the violator
shallretain the right to dispose of the civil motor vehicle infraction
by payment of the same scheduled assessment that would be appli-
cable in the absence of a related criminal or delinquency
proceeding, but the right to pay said schedule assessment shall
be exercised only before a justice and in open court and at such
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time as the justice prescribes. If the violator exercises his right to
trial by jury in the first instance with respect to the criminal
violation, the civil motor vehicle infraction shall be heard by the
justice presiding over such trial. The justice may conduct such
hearing simultaneously with the criminal trial, or may sever the
hearing of the civil motor vehicle infraction from the trial of the
criminal violation if justice so requires. The several divisions of
the juvenile court department shall have jurisdiction over civil
motor vehicle infractions that are recorded in conjunction with
and that arise from the same occurrence as a violation that is
treated as a delinquency matter in said divisions.
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260 (C) Default By Violator

Notice To Registry. If a violator in the case of a civil motor
vehicle infraction cognizable under subsection (A) fails within
twenty days of the date of the violation either to pay the scheduled
assessment or notify the motor vehicle clerk that he wishes to
contest the violation, or if a violator in the case of any automobile
law violation, whether capable of being judicially heard and
determined under subsection (A) or subsection (B), fails without
good cause to appear for a hearing before the clerk-magistrate
or a justice at the time required, said defendant having been
summoned or notice of such hearing having been given either
personally or by mail to the address shown on registry of motor
vehicles records unless another address is indicated on the citation
or on the request for hearing, or fails to pay, a fine, penalty,
assessment, or other unlawful amount within the time allowed,
the motor vehicle clerk, in the case of a citation containing only
violations cognizable under subsection (A), or the clerk-
magistrate in the case of any other citation, shall notify the
registrar. Such notice to the registrar may be given more than once
in the same case if necessary. Nothing herein shall be deemed to
prevent, in addition to notice to the registrar, the sending of such
additional written notices or court process to the violator as may
be deemed necessary.
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282
283 Registry Notice To Offenders; Certificate Of Compliance.

Upon receipt of said notice, the registrar shall give such person
written notice by first class mail directed to his residential or mail
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address, as reported to the registrar pursuant to section twenty-
six A of chapter ninety, or to such person’s last known address
as furnished by such person to the citing officer or to the motor
vehicle clerk or the court, that his operator’s license, learner’s
permit or right to operate will be suspended by operation of law
and without further notice or hearing at the expiration of thirty
days from the date of the mailing of such written notice, which
expiration date shall be specifically indicated by the registrar in
said notice, and that any license to operate a motor vehicle or any
registration of a motor vehicle issued to said violator by the
registrar will not be renewed upon or after the expiration date
of said license or registration, unless and until the violator presents
the registrar with a certificate of the motor vehicle clerk or of the
justice or clerk-magistrate of the court, as the case may be, that
the violation has been disposed of in accordance with law or, in
the case of a citation pending in the court, that the violator is
attending to the matter to the satisfaction of the court. The motor
vehicle clerk or the court shall not unreasonably withhold such
certificate.
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304
305 Registry Suspension Of Operator’s License. If any person

fails to present the certificate provided above in the time provided
above, his operator’s license, learner’s permit or right to operate
shall be deemed suspended by operation of law on the date
indicated on the notice mailed to him by the registrar. The
registrar shall place such suspension on record and shall not
reinstate such license, learner’s permit or right to operate, nor
renew any operator’s license or motor vehicle registration issued
to said violator, until the certificate referred to above is presented;
provided, however, that the registrar shallbe authorized to revoke
the notice to the violator provided for in the preceding para-
graph if he is satisfied that said notice was issued through error
of the registrar, the motor vehicle clerk or the court; and provided,
further, that the motor vehicle clerk or the court, as the case shall
be, shall be notified of any such revocation by the registrar.
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319
320 Interstate Motor Vehicle Compacts. The registrar is hereby

authorized to enter into reciprocal and mutual agreements with
other states with regard to the interstate enforcement of motor
vehicle violations and all other matters relating to motorists and
motor vehicles, upon approval by the secretary of public safety.
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SECTION 7. Chapter 2588 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by striking out section 8, as so appearing, and inserting
in place thereof the following section:

1
2
3

The court shall impose an assessment of fifty dollars against
any person who has attained the age of seventeen years and who
is convicted of a felony or against whom a finding of sufficient
facts for a conviction is made on a complaint charging a felony.
The court shall impose an assessment of thirty dollars against any
person who has attained the age of seventeen and who is convicted
of a misdemeanor or against whom a finding of sufficient facts
for a conviction is made on a complaint charging a misdemeanor.
The court shall impose an assessment of thirty dollars against any
person who has attained the age of fourteen years and who is
adjudicated a delinquent child or against whom a finding of
sufficient facts for a finding of delinquency is made. The court,
including the clerk-magistrate, and a motor vehicle clerk acting
pursuant to the provisions of section two or three of chapter ninety
C, shall impose an assessment of thirty dollars against any person
who fails to pay the scheduled civil assessment for a civil motor
vehicle infraction or request a hearing within the twenty-day
period provided for in subsection (A) of section three of chapter
ninety C, except where the person is required by law to exercise
the right to pay before a justice. When multiple criminal offenses
arising from a single incident are charged or when multiple civil
motor vehicle infractions arising from a single incident are
charged or when one or more criminal offenses and one or more
civil motor vehicle infractions arising from a single incident are
charged, the total assessment shall not exceed fifty dollars;
provided, however, that the total assessment against a person who
has not attained seventeen years shall not exceed thirty dollars.
In the discretion of the court, including the clerk-magistrate in
the case of a civil motor vehicle infraction that has not been heard
by or brought before a justice, any assessment imposed pursuant
to this section which would cause the person against whom the
assessment is imposed severe financial hardship, may be reduced
or waived.

4
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7
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33
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36
37 All such assessments made shall be collected by the court or

by the motor vehicle clerk, as the case may be, and shall be
transmitted monthly to the state treasurer. The assessment from
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40 any conviction or adjudication of delinquency which is
41 subsequently overturned on appeal shall be refunded by the court
42 or by the motor vehicle clerk, as the case may be, to the person
43 whose conviction or adjudication of delinquency is overturned.
44 Said court or motor vehicle clerk shall deduct such funds from
45 the assessments transmitted to the state treasurer. Assessments
46 pursuant to this section shall be in addition to any other fines or
47 restitution imposed in any disposition.

1 SECTIONS. Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or
2 special law to the contrary motor vehicle clerks shall be
3 indemnified and held harmless from personal financial loss and
4 expense including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, in an
5 amount not to exceed one million dollars, arising out ofany claim,
6 demandsuit or judgement by reason of any act or omission, except
7 an intentional violation of civil rights of any person, if the motor
8 vehicle clerk at the time of such act or omission was acting within
9 the scope of his or her official duties or employment.
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